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FQA
1. Attention!
It is always the location on the patient’s body and not you standing in front of the
patient.
For print out go to www.dr-kessler.com
Then choose from the left tool bar category Nutrient point therapy
and select Detailed Nutrient point therapy
Find the right nutrient point:
Nutrient point picture in the ONDAMED Operations Manual and prescription of point
location in your seminar book are exactly like originally indicated. Follow picture and
location in your seminar script.

Hint!
It is not necessary to be on the exact point with the applicator, since the EM field will
reach it anyhow.
2. How often to use the MC/MF Method in a row?
5 times, if possible daily. If not, refer to your and patient’s scedule.
3. What Modules and time to use with MC/MF Method each time?
Every module.
First session: full diagnostic and full treatment with main frequencies (module 1), main
program (module 2), main microorganism (module 3) and main nutrient point (module
4).
With module 1: The balanced pulse indicates the end of treating the main focus (MF).
With module 2: Use preset time.
With module 3: After finding the main microorganism and intensity, press M/S button,
press CL button to clear INT to 1.0. The first pulse reaction indicates the time needed
(usually less than 5 minutes).
With module 4: Use preset time.
Second to fifth session: Take the same main frequencies, main program, main
microorganism and main nutrient point. Use the same time as before, accept main
frequencies use preset time of 12 minutes.
4. Charging water
Charge water with main program (module 2) and main microorganism (module 3)
Acception: If you have a lung program or a microorganism affecting the lung, charge
one bottle extra for inhalation.
5. Dosage of water
two to three times a day ¼ of a cup.
6. What applicator should be used?
Always use neck applicator (if possible with the patient of course).
First session: Module 1 (specific frequencies) – Since you have to find the main focus
(MF) and the pulse is indicating the end of treating it, you would use the hand
applicator.
Module 2 and 3 - Use matrix applicator if it is not on the head. It gives you time to
relax and talk to the patient.
Module 4 – Use matrix applicator on the main focus (MF) and hand applicator on the
nutrient point (if not in the MF area).
Second to fifth session: Use same applicators, accept module 1 (main specific
frequencies) you may now also use matrix applicator since you use the preset time.
Always use the free applicator to charge the water while treating. This saves time!
7. How is the inhalation done?
Bring ½ gallon of tap water to boil and put it into a bowl. Do not boil the charged
water!

Add ½ cup of charged water into it.
Put a towel over your head and inhale for about 10 minutes. Wipe face with gold cloth
in between.
8. When to do the full screening again?
Usually after the fifth session. If the patient is doing so much better with his protocol,
continue. If the patient is becoming worse with his protocol, do a new screening.
9. Can I use more than one program/microorganism?
If a program or microorganism will fit to your full screening, just add it.
The ONDAMED and your medical knowledge leads you to the best choice.
10. How to make it easier during treatment?
Find a relaxed position during pulse testing and treatment for you and your patient.
Involve the patient. Let the patient use the hand applicator. If this is not possible,
delegate to a technician or nurse.
Train a technician or nurse. If they are not capable to use the pulse, they can just
apply the treatment for the second to fifth session.
Always use the free applicator to charge the water while treating. This saves time!

Remember!
Use step by step instructions!
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